Lexis® Legal Analytics

ASIC Analyser

Uncover New Insights.
Get the edge.

ASIC Analyser is the latest subscription solution in the expanding Lexis® Legal Analytics
suite of products. Integrated with our legal research platform, Lexis Advance®, and
powered by our industry-acclaimed case citator, CaseBase® Case Citator, ASIC Analyser
empowers you to quickly and easily uncover new insights from litigation involving
the Australian Securities & Investments Commission. Our range of innovative Legal
Analytics solutions helps data-driven lawyers make faster, better-informed decisions.

The ASIC Analyser is a LexisNexis product and is not affiliated with or endorsed by the Australian Securities & Investments Commission.
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Introducing ASIC Analyser
ASIC Analyser is cleverly built around 4 core areas: Litigation Activity, Representation, Words & Phrases and Most
Cited. It is designed to provide a view of judicial outcomes with a combination of legal insights thus making your
analysis more intuitive and effective.

“

“
Litigation Activity

Representation

Words & Phrases

Most Cited

Evaluate risks and trends
by reviewing concise and
lucid overviews of penalty
and outcome data for
ASIC cases.

Assess the experience of
counsel in relevant
matters, acting for or
against ASIC.

Find leading cases by
words and phrases
judicially considered
in ASIC judgments.

Focus your research
on cases with the most
impact. View cases by
the number of times
they have been cited by
subsequent judgments.

Make your legal research more efficient
Save hours of analysis: ASIC Analyser will dissect thousands of pages of ASIC judgments for you at the
click of a button.

Litigation Activity
An intuitive dashboard view provides interactive visualisations for relevant cases, displaying penalties and costs,
injunctions and restraints, liquidators appointed, and banning orders. Review the data based on a flexible range of
meaningful parameters, including: court; year; categories of conduct; and section contravened.

Fig 1 View a trend analysis of the number of cases by Court and Year. Get a precise summary of all penalties and costs associated with ASIC cases. Use the customizable options to further refine and sharpen your analysis.

Representation
Quickly compare which firms and counsel have the most experience acting for and against ASIC.

Fig 3 See a Representation summary for every ASIC case. Isolate cases for a
barrister, solicitor or judge, or view as a combination to aid your preparation.

Fig 2 Visualize number of cases by Barrister and Solicitor appearing for ASIC and non-ASIC parties.

Words & Phrases
Quickly isolate words or phrases in their judicially considered context.

Fig 4 Dive into the specifics: pick your word and benefit from our innovative algorithms

Most Cited
Easily identify key cases across ASIC litigation with just a few clicks.

Fig 5 Visualize recency, frequency and treatment of cases – key insights at your fingertips.

Faster answers. Actionable insights. Better decisions.
Surface new or previously hidden insights. Spend less time analysing ASIC judgments and refining
your litigation strategy. Go beyond traditional legal research, summarise crucial data, assess legal
outcomes with confidence, and so much more.

It’s about letting technology dissect thousands of pages of judgments for you, quickly and easily.
It’s about summarising key insights on penalties and representation. It’s about assessing legal outcomes in ASIC
cases with confidence and making informed decisions. Faster. Better.
This is simply powerful Legal Analytics at play.

Become the expert today with powerful analytics
LexisNexis® has done the hard work behind the scenes so you don’t have to! Become an instant Legal Analytics
expert without the need to be a data technology guru. With our Legal Analytics suite of solutions, LexisNexis
has taken an important step forward. By combining our comprehensive case datasets with machine learning and
natural language processing technologies, ASIC Analyser goes beyond traditional legal research—helping legal
professionals reach the most relevant insights, more easily and faster than ever before.

About Lexis® Legal Analytics
The Lexis Legal Analytics suite of innovative solutions support the data-driven lawyer of the future to help make
faster, better informed decisions.
By developing leading-edge analytics solutions, LexisNexis helps legal professionals harness the power of data
and access powerful insight—leveraging the breadth and depth of LexisNexis legal information—enabling legal
professionals to:
•
•
•

drive better outcomes for their clients and organisation;
be more confident in predicting legal and commercial outcomes;
make better decisions for litigation planning and strategy.

Get your personalised demo and see for yourself!
Speak to your Relationship Manager today to arrange a demo and
put this innovative analytics solution to the test.
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